
 
 

PR | THE MANZI’S FIRST ALBUM IS OUT NOW: SHE’S GONE IS THE HIT 
SINGLE. 

 
Taste The Manzi is the anticipated debut album 
of the music duo The Manzi. 
They are Matteo “Teo” Colonna e Roberto “Bob” 
Motta, versatile musicians, fully capable of 
building a set of diverse sounds, from many 
different genres. Genres such as hip-hop, rock, 
jazz, reggaeton, mixed in a smart and original 
way. 
For this reason the album, that consists of nine 
tracks, represents a unique, brave but 
absolutely appropriate experiment. Listen to 
this album is like to enter into a hall, a dance 
hall, where it’s pretty easy to lose track of time 
and space. 
 

“She’s Gone” is the hit single chosen by The 
Manzi to introduce themselves to the audience 

for their international launch and comes out togheter with the official videoclip by Teo 
Youssoufian that you can find on YouTube at https://youtu.be/bd1HzzxOiaI 
The song is a brilliant example of versatility, symbolic of their music, and it reveals basic 
details about their amused and irreverent nature. The Manzi ironically describe themselves as 
“cool and tasty boys”, and the band’s name is in fact not accidental, but with a lot of things to 
tell to us. This provocative image refers to the widespread trend that features musical icons 
built on appearance and devoid of content. 

Released by Areasonica Records on May 19
th
, “Taste the Manzi” by The Manzi is an album 

that can reach various types of audiences, thanks to the mix of genres that characterizes this 
work record. 

“The Manzi” rapidly got a general appreciation and a remarkable success on important 
trade magazines: 

“[...] The Manzi lead us on a journey; a journey without moving, walking through music genres, 
through ages and countries of the world […]” (Abernathy – MusicMap – April 28 th, 2015) 

“[...] Many songs have that old school flavor that makes move the head and makes you dance 
like never before [...]” (Davide Frascogna – HipHopMN - April 8 th, 2015) 
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